Host John  says:
		 *****Begin Pharaoh Mission***** 
                                    What the Sea Grants" 
        Part 3

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE HARVESTER MOVES ACROSS THE SEA, TAKING ITS ILL-
GOTTEN GAINS

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Runs to CO :: CO :Sir ! Please explain your actions !

CO Terrance says:
		 ::stands on the shore, looking at Aeryn::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : Sir, I want to understand

FCO Anderson says
		::in engineering working on the engines::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: awakening from sickbay ::

CO Terrance says
		OPS: I'm fine Aeryn, you should sense that.  If you drink this water, you will be able to 
survive under the water, and to understand the Malna!

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::treading water several meters under.. looking nervously at the whipping currents::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : is there no un-invasive way to do the same thing ?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: frantically remembers the crash and grabs uniform coat ::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: walking out of sickbay for Main Engineering, taps combadge ::

CEO Starks says:
		 COM: Stark to Engineering, status?

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::trying to bring up the impulse engines::

CO Terrance says: 
		: Run your tricorder over me, give me a scan, whatever, and it will tell you that I am 
the same Andrew P. Terrance who saved your life on New Prussia in an alleyway when you hit your head off a door after an explosive blast

SO Ikari says:
		 *CO*: Sir, could you please explain why you want the entire crew to abandon the 
Pharaoh?

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Scans CO, looking rather ashamed ::

FCO Anderson says: 
		  *CEO*: we are running on aux. power and the impulse engines are at 15% sir

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: Mr Ikari, you will follow my orders.  It is essential to the survival of the crew 
from the attacking Hohn that you carry out my orders.  Quite bluntly, if you do not, then you are relieved!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: climbing down ladder into engineering going directly to workstation not even 
stopping to look at the others::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO*: Sir, Chief Zimmerman here.  I've tried to restart the impulse engines.  The 
relays are soaked with sea water. ::sniffs the air:: Smells like a wet dog down here.

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: What about the survival of the Pharaoh?  What about her?

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Meets CO's eyes :: CO : very well, sir, I have no choice.

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: If you want the Pharaoh to survive, you will need a crew and to have a crew, 
you need to follow my orders.

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: reaches for the chalice ::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: Alex, good to see a redcoat visit. Mr. Zimmerman head for Jeffrey’s tube 1A and 
get all the EPS conduits you can

Beattie says:
		 ::swims a few meters ahead of Gardiner, trying to stay calm::

CEO Starks says:
		 Crewman: Mr. Gregory help him

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::heads bobs to the surface::

Host John  says:
		 ACTION: THE HARVESTER MOVES OUT OF SIGHT

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looking rather reluctant::  *CEO*: Jimmy, the captain has ordered us off the ship.

CEO Starks says: 
ALL: that deck is almost totally useless due to the damage we'll use the EPS conduits to repair lines to tactical and thrusters

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CEO: Aye, sir.

Beattie says:
		 ::heads up to the surface and watches the Harvester move out of sight::

CO Terrance says:
		 ::hands Paula the water::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: However, I'd like to get the SRS array humming before we go anywhere.

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		::grabs a portable power generator and heads up the ladder::

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO*: of the ship? now??? sorry Shinji I'm too damn busy if it's an emergency 
get everyone else off first

CEO Starks says:
		SO: ....good man Ikari

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: takes chalice and drinks slowly ::

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		OPS:  Do not drink that!. That an order!

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		::sinks into the water and looks at Beattie::

CEO Starks says:
		 FCO: Alex your with me Mr. Griggs join us, we need to repair the main energizer 
looks like that

SO Ikari says: 
		::moves over to the OPS station and starts tinkering::

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: aye

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: looks at XO :: XO : Rather me than you, Nancy....

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE MALNAS SONG SPEECH BECOMES CLEAR TO ZHANN

CEO Starks says:
		 that’s why we lost main power it seems that we took a bad feedback in there from 
the attack after that things should look brighter

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Nancy, I am still the same person who lied to a Starfleet Formal Court-martial in 
order to protect you and Jakob from any wrong doing during the Deep Space Three incident.  I am me!

Beattie says:
		 ::goes back under and starts treading back to shore::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: draws a deep breath and smiles at CO ::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::grabs a tool kit and opens a hatch rushes in to tube::

CO Terrance says: 
		OPS: Now you know what I mean

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: Come on men we got a ship to fix!

FCO Anderson says:
		 ::fools the CEO::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::mutters to self as he enters the deck:: Thirty-five years in Starfleet.  Never been 
ordered off a ship.

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, I'm gonna need all the power you can give me.
 
NCP XO Fowler says: 
		OPS : Aeryn NO!.  CO: I will have to disobey you because I do not agree with this!

CEO Starks says:
		 ::crawling through tube:: SO: working on it

Beattie says: 
		::leaps out of the water onto the beach::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Listens to the Malna's speech, mesmerized ::

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::comes to shore::

Beattie says:
		 ::walks up to Aeryn and smiles::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Smiles :: Beattie : I do not know you, but hello !

CO Terrance says: 
		XO: IN that case Nancy, you're relieved.  *SO*: Mr Ikari, as of this moment, in 
accordance with Starfleet Regulations concerning mutinous acts, First Officer Fowler is relieved of duties until I see fit to reinstate her.  The role now falls to Chief Engineer Starks

CEO Starks says: 
		:: begins to operate on the main energizer with crewman Griggs ::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: I don't think he'll take that role... sir.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::Crawls into a hatch, still muttering:: Captain's never ordered me to mutate my DNA 
either....

Beattie says: 
		::speaks in the Malnian language:: Aeryn: It is good to meet you.  I see you have 
accepted this wonderful gift.

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		CO: You are in no condition to relieve me of my duties!

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: I've been informed that you are now first officer of the ship.  Nancy's been 
relieved...

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		::looks relieved and smiles at OPS::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : thank you

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* SO: what the hell? what's going on out there. listen Shinji 5 more min please 
just stall them 

Beattie says: 
		OPS: Would you like to go for a swim? ::grins::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Looks to Gardiner :: Gardiner : Hello

OPS Zhaan says:
		 Beattie : I....um, captain ?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: reaches into access panel with a laser welder ::

CEO Starks says: 
		Self: almost.......

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		*CEO*: Sir, I'm in EPS relay junction three.  We've got blown relays all over. I'm going 
to try to link up the remaining circuits.

CEO Starks says:
		 :: huge spark erupts from the main energizer and lights come back to the bridge ::

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE HARVEST SHIP GETS LOUDER, MAKING ANOTHER PASS

CO Terrance says:
		 *SO*: If sensors are online, a Hohn harvester just went past.  I need you to scan it 
and get me some interior plans.  I'm going to lead an assault.  If that harvester returns to the space above and tells those warships we're here, then we're as good as dead

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : I have been invited to swim....may I ?

Beattie says:
		::looks up and sees the Harvester::

CEO Starks says:
		 ZIMM: good thinking I just got the main energizer on line but so far that just brings 
partial mains back to the bridge we need to repair EPS flow to most of the major systems

CO Terrance says:
		 OPS: Aeryn, go ahead, it's one of the most wondrous experiences ever

Beattie says: 
		OPS: Come on. ::runs back towards the water::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: sees the Harvester :: Beattie : what is that thing ?

CO Terrance says:
		 OPS: I'm going back to the ship, watch yourself with that harvester

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* SO: You got SRS online Shinji thank me later!

CO Terrance says: 
		::heads back to the Pharaoh::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::grabs a magnetic wrench:: *CEO*: I'm on it, sir.

CEO Starks says: 
		::crawls back to main engineering::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::runs sensors sweep over area::

CO Terrance says: 
		::walks onto ship and heads for Main Engineering::

Beattie says: 
		OPS: It is a Sea Harvester.

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: SENSORS SHOW THE HOHN SHIP 62% FULL.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::Uncouple a destroyed relay and replaces it::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : perhaps some other time, I must go with my CO

CEO Starks says: 
		:: back in main engineering starts to work the power distribution panel ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::notices the captain::  CO: Sir, what are you doing?

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 ::notices  the CO and follows him unnoticed::

CEO Starks says: 
		Griggs: first rule of starship battle repairs, if you can't fix it on the fly cut it off

FCO Anderson says:
		 CEO: sir what can i do to help?

CO Terrance says: 
		::looks around for the CEO and attracts his attention::

Beattie says:
		 ::stops:: OPS: All right.  Go with your Captain.

CEO Starks says: 
		FCO: I just cut power to deck 4 I need you to get to phaser control on the bridge and 
help me re-route

FCO Anderson says:
		 CEO: aye

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: smiles :: Beattie : I will return soon !

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		Gardiner thinks:  ::come to the shore::: All: The harvesters are heavily armed and 
shielded.

SO Ikari says: 
		Self: What the hell?  *XO*: Why is that ship full of water sir?

CEO Starks says:
		 ::turns to CO:: Sir?  What's going on out there?

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Jimmy, a word if you can

FCO Anderson says: 
		::leaves engineering and heads for the bridge::

Beattie says:
		 ::wonders why Aeryn is so reluctant to go in the water::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: stops ::

CEO Starks says: 
		::walks to corner of engineering with CO ::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::replaces another pack just as one shorts out near his head::

CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Listen, despite rumors, I am myself.  To prove it, I blasted a hole in a 
shuttlebay door on a colony infested with Jem H’adar mutants.  I have the scars to prove it.  I need an assault team put together, can I count you in?

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Looks back at Beattie :: oh, well, he DID say it was alright......

Beattie says
		OPS: Perhaps we should go later.  It may not be safe with the Harvester coming.

SO Ikari says:
		 *XO*: No no, that Hohn ship out there.  What the hell is going on???

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 ::notices CO and CEO in corner of ENG::

FCO Anderson says:
		 ::arrives at Jeffrey’s and begins to crawl to the bridge::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::stiffens::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 Beattie : what is the Harvester ?

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: (whispers) I've got a lot of work here sir but I'm behind you all the way I still owe 
You

CO Terrance says:
		CEO: In that case Jimmy, until I get back, the ship is yours

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		::Slams in another relay pack and a hum begins to fill the crawlspace::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: Aye sir I'll try to get her back running as best I can sir

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : what harm does it pose to these people ?

FCO Anderson says:
		 ::arrives on the bridge::

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 *SO*: I'm a little occupied...proceed with your orders! Nancy out.

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: I have a plan.  Grab some phaser rifles and yourself and meet me on the atoll.  
Be prepared to take a drink

Beattie says: 
		::sighs:: OPS: Well, it's a Hohn ship that... how shall I put this... "sucks up" the sea.

FCO Anderson says:
		 CEO: sir I’m at phaser control.

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		::overhears::

SO Ikari says:
		 *CO*: Captain, I'll follow you, but I will not drink.

CO Terrance says: 
		*XO*: Nancy, if your wanting to get re-instated, you just have to drink that water

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : Than it is a danger to the inhabitants ?

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 *SO*: I need to ask you an important question...Do you trust the Captain?

CEO Starks says
		::see the damage control panel light up :: ZIMM: good work Chief! we need to re wire 
that power to tactical and thruster control everything else is back burner.... we need her wired like an Christmas tree Zimm

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO*: Sir, I've got this wired up like an old Earth Christmas tree.  Try to bring the 
EPS system on line!

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: takes off her pack ::

CEO Starks says: 
		Zimm: Chief you read my mind 

CO Terrance says:
		 *SO*: Mr Ikari, in that case, if you follow me, you will die.  That harvester is killing 
hundreds of the Malna by taking their water.  To get inside, we have to be sucked up, and to do that, we need to breath in their water.  To do that, we must drink it.  Simple

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: At this moment?  ...I don't know what to think.

Beattie says: 
		OPS: Yes.  ::pauses and sighs again:: They sometimes capture us and use us as 
slaves.

CEO Starks says: 
		FCO: get ready to balance power to tactical and flight control it'll be erratic

FCO Anderson says:
		 CEO: aye

CO Terrance says: 
		::walks back to atoll::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: finishes getting ready to swim :: Beattie : why, that's horrid ! Is there anything we 
can do ?

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: And you trust these people captain, with no doubt?

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::looks pained:: OPS: We lost several of the crew...my crew...that way.

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 *SO*: The Captain is not himself...Trust me, or should I make it an order Mr. Ikari?

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: But now his plan seems to make sense sir.  I just don't know.

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Sees CO and waves ::

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: AS POWER RETURNS  MORE PHARAOH SYSTEMS COME TO 
LIFE

Beattie says: 
		::nods sadly:: OPS: I've seen friends... former colleagues... get captured right before 
my eyes.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::notices panels flicker on::

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: Mr Ikari, I don't need to justify myself to you, but I will tell you this.  One of the 
people I met down there, I have known since I was a child.  He has never once lied to me or tried to deceive me in anyway.  I am in no way changed, except that I can understand the Malna and that I can breath underwater.  There are no ill effects.  I am your senior officer, you should trust me if you want to live.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::slides out of the EPS junction:: *CEO* :I'm on my way to phaser control.

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: shakes head sadly ::

CEO Starks says:
		 ZIMM: good man

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		::notices the ship is regaining power...still concealed from the view of anyone...trying 
to get through this without a court-martial::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::rubs temples::  *CEO*: Jimmy, what's the news on power?

OPS Zhaan says:
		 Beattie \ Gardiner : when will it be safe for me to swim ?

Beattie says:
		 ::glances at Gardiner:: OPS: But... we shouldn't discuss such unpleasant things.

CO Terrance says: 
		OPS: Aeryn, it looks like it's just gonna be me and you going alone into the harvester

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: all goes Shinji SRS are still online but now we've got partial main power to 
distribute what do you need most right now?

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Startles at CO's statement ::

SO Ikari says:
		 *CEO*: I'd like to get us in the air if possible.

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : Just us ? Sir, what chance do we have ?

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: I'm on my way to the brdge

Beattie says: 
		OPS: We could swim now, but the Harvester will be here soon.  We would not have 
much time.

FCO Anderson says: 
		::moves over to helm control::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: acknowledged

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* ZIMM: forget the phasers Zimm we need thrusters right now I'm going to the 
bridge

CO Terrance says: 
		OPS: More chance than having a mutinous crew screw it up

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : I am ready

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: Last chance Mr Ikari

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : Mutinous ? Oh......

SO Ikari says: 
		*CO*: You're not willing to save this ship?

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::sighs a non-com's sigh:: *CEO* Understood.

CEO Starks says:
		 ::walks onto bridge:: FCO: Alex I need to know if you can handel manually flying the 
can on 4 thrusters

CO Terrance says: 
		OPS: You know what I mean.  ::Check's phaser::

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: think so sir

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		*SO*: ::private comm:: Make the captain attend a physical immediately. Trust me.

Beattie says: 
		::looks at CO:: OPS: Are you sure you have no... work... to take care of?

FCO Anderson says: 
		::sits down at helm control::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : Aye sir, than you and I it is.

CO Terrance says: 
		*SO*: This is how I am saving the ship.  If that harvester reaches orbit, we're dead, as 
those six Hohn vessels will descend and destroy us.  We don't have time to have a committee meeting over it.

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: How will I be able to convince him to do that ?!

OPS Zhaan says:
		 Beattie : Let's swim, quickly ! :: flashes a grin ::

Beattie says: 
		::smiles:: OPS: As you wish.

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		*SO*: Tell him it's mandatory for away team personnel to report to SB.

CEO Starks says:
		 *COM* SO: Mr. Ikari as acting 1st officer I order you follow the captain trust him 
Shinji

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::smiles, knowing how wonderful the first swim is::

Beattie says:
		 ::runs and dives into the water::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Grins and runs toward the water ::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: dives a shallow dive ::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		::moves toward the ship::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: I think you're right Jimmy.  *CO*: Captain, I'm coming.

CO Terrance says: 
		*CSO*: Mr Fist, Daven, I ask this.  DO you trust me?

Beattie says: 
		OPS: You'll love this.  Breathing underwater for the first time is... well, it's beyond 
words.

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHN SHIP MOVES TOWARDS THE ATOLL AND SCANS 
THE PHARAOH

SO Ikari says:
		 ::grabs phaser and runs out::

CSO Fist says: 
		 *CO*: With all my being, sir!

OPS Zhaan says: 
		::hesitantly takes a breath underwater and grins ::

Beattie says: 
		::treads quickly, several meters below the surface::

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		*SO*: I order you to remain aboard and do what you are told Mr. Ikari!

CO Terrance says: 
		*CSO*: Then I need you to come and drink the water and help us save the ship.  No 
one will listen to us.

OPS Zhaan says:
		Beattie : Wow!

Beattie says: 
		::swims in elegant circles in front of OPS::

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::begins to climb in, touching the metal hull as if it were a long lost friend::

Beattie says:
		 ::grins:: OPS: "Wow" is right.

CSO Fist says: 
		*CO*: Aye, aye!

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Begins a water ballet ::

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: sir that Hohn ship is heading this way!

CEO Starks says: 
		Sits in the big Chair and taps badge :: ZIMM: Chief you'll find thruster 1-4 ready and 
waiting shut down the impulse and bring the thrusters up now would be nice!

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: spins underwater ::

CO Terrance says: 
		*CSO*: Bring weapons for three-manned assault and hurry Daven, hurry

CEO Starks says: 
		FCO:L as soon as the thrusters are on get us up and out Z+ 150 meters!

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: aye sir, standing by

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::enters engineering and brings thrusters on line::

CSO Fist says:
		::runs to weapons locker, grabs what he can carry, and runs for the breakers::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: touches bottom and launches herself to the surface, making water spray and 
shimmer ::

CEO Starks says: 
		*CO* is your team off-ship

CO Terrance says: 
		OPS: Aeryn, it's time!

Beattie says:
		 ::chuckles at Aeryn's enthusiasm::

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::yells in to ship:: CO: Terrance, time is short.  Where is your crew?

Beattie says: 
		OPS: We should go back now.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::arrives at the beach::

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		::still aboard the ship and hiding::

Beattie says: 
		::swims back toward the beach::

CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: It is Jimmy.  While I am gone, you are to be in command, the XO if she 
returns is to be placed under guard and you are to cooperate with the Malna, is that understood?

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: XO BEATTIE AND OPS ZHANN FEEL A STRONG CURRENT 
PULLING THEM AWAY FROM SHORE

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Hears CO and turns to Beattie :: Beattie : I must go. My CO calls

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: aye sir

CEO Starks says:
		 FCO: now Alex ENGAGE!

CO Terrance says: 
		Gardiner: Andy, it's only a few of us going to get the harvester.

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: aye

Beattie says: 
		::feels a strong current:: OPS: Try to fight it!

FCO Anderson says: 
		::engages thrusters and begins takeoff procedures::

Beattie says: 
		::swims as fast as he can, trying to fight the current::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		:: grimaces as panels come to life::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : Yes, I am.....

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE PHARAOH SHUDDERS, BUT DOESN’T LIFT

CO Terrance says: 
		::sees Daven come running::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: damn not enough thrust!

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: swims crosswise to the current, trying to escape it ::

CO Terrance says:
		 CSO: Daven, drink this!

FCO Anderson says:
		 CEO: sir i need more power

Beattie says: 
		OPS: It must be from the Harvester!

SO Ikari says:
		CO: Captain, I'm with you.

CO Terrance says: 
		::shouts to OPS: Hang on Aeyrn, we're coming!

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::yelling into ship:: All: What are you doing!! This won't work!  You have to escape.  
Andy...it's the only way!

CEO Starks says: 
		*ZIMM* Chief 4 thrusters isn't enough try to patch the EPS line to thrusters 4 and 5 I'm 
on my way to help!

CSO Fist says:
		::takes chalice from CO, guzzles and burps::

Beattie says:
		 ::thinks they shouldn't have stayed in the water so long::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : My Co is going there anyway, I'm just a bit premature

CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Change of heart Mr Ikari?  Drink this!

CEO Starks says: 
		FCO: you have the bridge let me know if that thing get's within 100 meters!

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: aye sir

SO Ikari says:
		 ::takes cup::  CO: If you say so sir... ::chugs it down::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: paces her swimming ::

CO Terrance says: 
		SO: You see, no difference

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE CREW IN THE WATER ARE PULLED FURTHER FROM 
SHORE

CSO Fist says:
		::feels suddenly buoyant::

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 Computer: Disable out communications authorization Nancy 1 Gamma 2. Initiate 
program.

FCO Anderson says:
		 ::moves to command chair::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::runs to auxiliary panel:: This had better work.

CEO Starks says:
		 :: joins Chief Zimmerman ::

Beattie says:
		 ::starts to get tired:: OPS: It's no use!  It's strong...

CSO Fist says:
		::exhales and dives deep::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Shouts :: CO : I'm being pulled out, Sir !

CO Terrance says: 
		SO/CSO: You see that harvester over there, that's where we're going and that's 
where we will fight.  We have plenty of weapons and we have us.  Now wade into the water and get sucked up!

CO Terrance says: 
		OPS: We're coming now!

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::looks back to water:: No...no....

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : hold on, just tread water, they're coming.....

CEO Starks says: 
		ZIMM: cutting power to life support, sensors and the main deflector

CO Terrance says:
		 ::runs into the water and swims fast towards Aeryn ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looks at CSO then jumps in::

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		CEO: Aye, sir. Rerouting to thruster control.

CSO Fist says:
		::tries to answer the CO, but only clicks and whistles emerge from his mouth::

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE ARROW XO AND OPS ARE PULLED INTO THE 
WATERSPOUT FROM THE HOHN TRACTOR BEAMS.

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Floats ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::turns around to notice Daven's response::

CO Terrance says:
		 ::didn't hear the CSO respond, swimming for all his worth to the harvester::

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: Sir, are you alright?

Beattie says:
		 ::exhausted from fighting the current:: OPS: We're getting pulled up.  Hang on.

OPS Zhaan says:
		 ::Yells for assistance ::

CSO Fist says:
		::butts the SO in the ribs with his not-so-bottled nose::

Beattie says:
		 ::watches the CO swim towards them... wonders if he'll make it in time::

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::runs to the shore and stands, unsure of where to go::

SO Ikari says:
		 CO: Sir, something's wrong with Commander Fist

CO Terrance says:
		 ::hopes that his plan works::

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE CAPTURED CREW FIND THEMSELVES IN A DARK WATER 
FILLED CHAMBER

Beattie says:
		 ::gets pulled up into the ship::

Beattie says: 
		::examines his surroundings::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: Glares at her surroundings ::

Beattie says: 
		OPS: You okay?

CO Terrance says:
		 ::says to self::  Hang on Aeryn, I'm coming

OPS Zhaan says: 
		Beattie : as well as can be expected

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: Sir, can you answer me?  Daven?

Beattie says:
		 ::nods and looks around:: OPS: This must be one of their storage tanks.

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE OTHER SWIMMERS FEEL THE TRACTOR PULL

OPS Zhaan says:
		 Beattie : storage....as in Malna ?

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: I've blocked all the comms to the away team. You are under my command. 
Respond.

CSO Fist says:
		::clicks, then clears throat:: SO: Yes, Ike?

Beattie says: 
		OPS: As in water, and slaves.

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* where are you sir?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::looks confused::  CSO: You ok sir?

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Grinds her teeth in anger at being trapped ::

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: Back on the ship. The captain is delirious.. not himself.

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::swallowing heavily, he leaps into the sea::

CSO Fist says: 
		SO: Absolu-u-u-u-u-t-ly  ::swims off::

Capt. Gardiner says:
		 ::swimming with pwoerful strokes toward the harvester that has captured his friends::

SO Ikari says: 
		Self:  That wasn't right.  *CO*: I believe Commander Fist is having some ill effects 
from that drink

CEO Starks says:
		 *XO* aye sir but he's still the captain and I owe him right now his plan the only thing 
keeping this ship from being finished off. unless you have another idea

OPS Zhaan says: 
		:: starts to look for access panels, anything ::

CO Terrance says: 
		::can't hear the SO from roar of Harvester::

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: CAPT. GARDINER IS PULLED ABOARD THE HOHN SHIP.

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: I do. I  need your trust and your help. That's all.

Beattie says:
		 ::watches the bottom of the tank open and the CO get pulled in::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CEO: Sir, thruster control is showing signs of overheating.  If we're going to lift, it 
needs to be soon!

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* aye sir meet me and chief Zimm in engineering

SO Ikari says: 
		Self: Damn... *CEO*: Jimmy, how's the ship faring?

CSO Fist says: 
		 ::finds a massive clump of seaweed and drags it slowly through the water toward the 
Harvester::

CO Terrance says: 
		@::looks around  All: Anyone, can you hear me?

NCP XO Fowler says: *
		CEO*: Already there. Acknowledged.

OPS Zhaan says:
		@ CO : Sir ! Over here !

CEO Starks says: 
		ZIMM: power down the thrusters it's not going to be enough we need to get all of 
them repaired. help me with something here first

Beattie says: 
		@CO: Welcome to the Harvester, Captain.

Capt. Gardiner says:
		@ CO: There's still enough Starfleet left in me.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::looks relieved as he powers down the system::

CO Terrance says:
		 Gardiner: Glad to see it Andy, because you're coming back home when we get off of 
this!

CO Terrance says: 
		@OPS: Don't panic Aeryn, this is the plan

Capt. Gardiner says:
		@ ::looks sidelong at the interior::

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO* we're not going anywhere but if that thing get within 100 meters I'll manually 
launch a quantum torp. at that range I won't need the targeting computers. but it's a last resort

OPS Zhaan says: 
		@CO : All ears, Sir :: grins ::
Beattie says:
		 ::swims over to Gardiner:: Gardiner: How are you holding up?

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO*: No!  No torpedoes!  We've got people on that ship.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CEO: Sir, the blast yield from that torpedo could move us off the atoll.

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Here I am. ::comes out of hiding::

CO Terrance says: 
		All: Right, here's the plan!

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: Sir, I'm coming back to the ship, something went wrong with Daven...

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		ZIM/CEO: We need to talk.

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO* ZIMM: I know but it's a last resort any father and we won't hit it not without 
power to the targeting systems but we can't let that thing get into orbit Starks out

CPO Zimmerman says: 
		 :: listens intently::

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: Commander....what do you think has ahppened to the CO?

CSO Fist says:
		@::senses danger and begins transmitting shrill sonar  pings::

CO Terrance says:
		 All: We're getting our weapons and we're going to enter the main cabin and take this 
harvester from the Hohn flying it.  Then use the power to get the pharaoh into space and try to make a break out of here!

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE AT FIND EACH OTHER IN THE DARKNESS

SO Ikari says:
		 ::arrives on bridge::

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: It's a nightmare...and I believe the Captain is in great danger..so are the others 
that drank that "liquid".

FCO Anderson says: 
		SO: whats going on?

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: Touches the CO's arm in the darkness ::

SO Ikari says:
		 FCO: That's a very good question ensign... where is the XO?

OPS Zhaan says: 
		CO : sir, we can't see !

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: I'll ignore the "what's the water?" questions and ask why you think this

Beattie says:
		 ::looks at Gardiner:: Gardiner: Should we help them?

CO Terrance says: 
		::grabs phaser rifle and feels Aeyrn's trembling hand:: All: Okay people, let's move 
towards the door!

FCO Anderson says: 
		SO:XOs in main engineering with the CEO

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods at FCO, makes way to engineering::

Capt. Gardiner says: 
		@Beattie: Our duty is to our people and the Malna.  But they need our help.

Malna Female says: 
		@ :: swims up to the away team ::

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 CEO: Probably a ruse to kidnap our captain for some reason.. not sure yet but I’m 
working on it.

CO Terrance says: 
		::swims over to door::

FCO Anderson says: 
		::sits back down on the command chair monitering the harvester::

OPS Zhaan says:
		@ :: swims closely behind CO, feeling the walls ::
CO Terrance says: 
		@::swims into door::

CO Terrance says: 
		@All: DOH!
Capt. Gardiner says:
		 @Beattie: We are still officers...

CEO Starks says:
		 ::Points a phaser at the XO from behind his back:: *COM* Computer lockout all 
command codes from XO Fowler authorization Starks 1240 under captains orders. XO: I'm sorry now's not the time for this please just let them finish then we can talk this out don't make me arrest you

OPS Zhaan says: 
		@ :: touches CO's bump, the pain dissipates ::

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: Sir!  Something went wrong... Daven started sounding like a dolphin or 
something... I drank that water.


Beattie says: 
		@::nods and turns to CO:: CO: Andy and I will help you, Captain.

CO Terrance says: 
		@::smiles in the direction he thinks Aeryn is in::

SO Ikari says: 
		 CEO: Jimmy!  Nancy's right with something.  That water changed Daven!

CO Terrance says: 
		@Beattie: Mr Beattie, you are a life saver, and you Andy

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::thinks that he is glad he turned down OCS::

NCP XO Fowler says:
		 ::feels frustrated and unbelieving at the CEO's actions::

OPS Zhaan says: 
		::senses the smile ::

CO Terrance says: 
		begins to open the door::

OPS Zhaan says:
		 @ :: waits , unarmed ::

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE CAPTIVES GROUP TO FORM A PLAN...

Malta Female says: 
		@ :: motions for everyone to follow her ::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO/CEO: We need to work together!

CEO Starks says:
		 ::lowers phaser in confusion looks to SO:: What the hell is this water crap! all I know 
is that the captain is trying to save us the XO is trying to take over the ship from hiding spaces and now Daven is speaking fish!!!

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: sir the harvester is at 150 meters.

Beattie says: 
		@::swims to the CO and helps him open the door::

CO Terrance says: 
		@All: When I open this door, we're going to burst in and neutralize any resistance

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: The captain took an away team to that Hohn ship out there.  He had everyone 
drink this water that made them able to breath under water

CEO Starks says:
		 FCO: acknowledged Alex all hell's breaking loose down here hold on my order 

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: aye sir

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CEO/XO: Sirs, we have more pressing matters.  If the Hohn get us it won't matter if 
we breathe nitrogen!

OPS Zhaan says:
		 :: nods, then remembers the CO can't see her :: CO : Aye

Host John  says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHN SHIPIS FULL AND BEGINS TO CLIMB

CO Terrance says:
		 @CSO: Daven, you okay?

NCP XO Fowler says: 
		CEO: Listen to me everyone. :: I've been monitoring the Captain's action and it all 
seems like a temporary effect...I'm sure he'll come out of it...but till he and the others do we need to take action and get them back...

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods at XO::

FCO Anderson says: 
		CEO: sir the Hohn ship is heading for space with the captain and crew aboard sir.

CO Terrance says: 
		@All: Okay, let's move it!

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: But how...?

OPS Zhaan says: 
		@ :: behind CO ::

Beattie says: 
		@::hears the thrusters hum:: ALL: We're climbing.

CEO Starks says: 
		ZIMM: get life support back online I'll be in the thruster control just in case Mr Ikari 
XO: the ship is yours ::hands her the phaser::

Host John  says: 
		******* PAUSE MISSION ********

.

